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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider a polynomial differential system of degree n, which was 
given from a general multimolecular reaction in biochemistry as a theoretical problem of concentration 
kinetics. The high degree of polynomials involves o many difficulties that we hardly give coordinates 
of all equilibria, although that is basic for qualitative analysis. Using techniques of decomposition, 
truncation, and elimination with a computer algebra system, we first give qualitative properties of 
all equilibria, and then analyze their saddle-node bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation both for real 
parameters and for integer'parameters. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -po lynomia l  system, Degenerate equilibrium, Saddle-node bifurcation, Itopf bifurca- 
tion, Computer algebra system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The research on periodic phenomena nd dynamics in biochemical reaction models is very im- 
por tant  [1]. Of  the various mechanisms used for model ing biochemical reactions [2-4], perhaps 
one of the most studied is 
[Ao] ~£ A1, 
pAl + qA2 ~ (p + q)A2, 
A1 ~ 0 (output) ,  
A2 h 0 (output) ,  
the so-called n-molecular reaction, for n = p+q. In this mechanism, a substance (A1) is generated 
from (A0), and subsequently, while maybe part of (A1) separating, p molecules of remaining (A1) 
combine q molecules of another substance (A2) to form more (A2) of p + q molecules, the final 
product  to be extracted.  The most fundamental  example is the tr imolecular eact ion [5]. By the 
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conservation law, its kinetics can be described by the differential equations 
dxl  
k lxo k2xl k -P-q ~ _  - -  _ 3.L l ib2, 
dt (i . I) 
dx2 
dt  = k3x~x~ - k4z2, 
where Xo, x l, x2 denote the concentrations of species Ao, A1, A2 and kl, k l, k3, k4 are kinetic con- 
stants. With a change of variables, 
~U(p+q-1) ,. ~l/(p+q-1) (1.2) X -= k l / (p+q-1)xz ,  Y = ~3 x2, o~ = k2, i3 -- k4, 5 = ~1~ 3 xo ,  
equation (1.1) can be simplified as 
dX 
- -  = 6 -  aX  - XvY  q, 
dt (1.3) 
dY 
- -  = X pY" - 3Y. 
dt 
Furthermore, by rescaling with x = 6(q-1)/P t3-q/PX, y = 6-1t3Y, 7" = 61+(q-1)/P/3-q/Pt, equa- 
tion (1.1) can be rewritten as 
dx 
- -  = l -ax -  xP f  := P (x ,y ) ,  
dt (1.4) 
dy = b (xPy q - y) := Q(x, y), 
dt 
a polynomial differential system of n-degree for n = p + q, where a,b are defined by a = 
a6-l-(q-1)/p~3 a/p, b = (~--l--(q--1)/p]~lq-q/p, and t is used to replace T in common practice. Clearly, 
x ,y  > O, integer parameters p,q _> 1, and real parameter a _> 0, b > 0. 
There has been much work done in the special case a = 0, namely in the course of reactions 
where none of (A1) separates. In particular, [5] and [6] were devoted to trimolecular reactions 
where p = 1, q = 2 and [7] and [8] to the more general cases for p = 1, q > 3, and for p _> 1, 
q = 2, respectively. Recently, further results for general p, q were given in [9]. They all prove 
that the system has a unique equilibrium, and at most one periodic solution possibly arises from 
the bifurcation of this equilibrium. 
Up until now, except for a few results for p = 1, q = 2 in [10], there has been no great progress 
in the general case of a ¢ 0. Usually, similar to Brusselator in [11], the case of a % 0 is important.  
However, this case would be much more complicated than the case of a = 0. We easily see that 
when a ~ 0, more than one equilibrium could appear in the first quadrant and for high degree, 
moreover, not all coordinates of equilibria can be given easily because that is related to zeros of a 
complicated polynomial. In this case, more than one limit cycle would possibly appear. Although 
a more general model, 
dx 
- -  = 6 - v (x ,  y ) ,  
dt (1.5) 
d~ = b(V (x, 9) - R(y) ), 
dt 
is considered in [12] and [13], where V(x ,  y) is assumed to be a bounded real-valued function for 
all nonnegative x and y, their results cannot give an answer to (1.4) because the function xPy q 
in (1.4) is obviously unbounded. One can imagine how difficult it is to discuss (1.4) of n-degree, 
since it has been shown to be difficult to analyze cubic systems by using computer algebra 
systems [14]. For general (1.4), the numbers p, q also affect dynamics of the system jointly with 
a and b that (1.4) becomes a system of four-parameters, two of which are real and the other two 
of which are integers. 
In this paper, we study system (1.4) for general p, q, a, and b by using techniques of decom- 
position, truncation, and elimination with computer algebra system MAPLE V5.1. We discuss 
qualitative properties for nondegenerate equilibria in Section 2 and for degenerate equilibria in 
Section 3, while a result of saddle-node bifurcation is given. In Section 4, we discuss a weak focus 
and its Hopf bifurcation. 
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2. EQUIL IBR IA  AND ITS  PROPERTIES  
We have to solve the system of polynomials  
P(x ,  y )  :=  1 - ~:~ - .~ . " f  = o, (2 .6 )  
Q(x ,  v) :=  b (~" f  - :q) = o, 
for equi l ibr ia of (t .4).  Factor ing (2.6), we turn to solve 
1 - ax - xP~ q = O, 1 - -  ax  - -  xP~] q ~- O, 
o,. (2 .7 )  
by = O, xt'y q-] - 1 = O. 
Clearly, from the first system of (2.7), we obtain a unique equi l ibr ium A : (1/a, 0). Moreover, 
equi l ibr ia determined by the second system of (2.7) lie on the line 
1 - ax  - y = 0. (2.8) 
For y _> 0, we can get x <_ 1/a. El iminat ing y in the second system of (2.7), we have 
xP(1 - ax )  q - I  - 1 = O. (2 .9 )  
Let f (x )  denote the left-hand side of (2.9), the derivative of which, 
f ' (x )  = xP- I (1  - ax)q-2(p - a(p 4, q - 1)x), (2.10) 
has three zeros, 
P 
x l  =0,  x2-  a (p4 ,q -1) '  
where xl  < x~ < x3. Moreover, f (x l )  =f(x3)  = -1  and 
1 
:l: 3 ~-- --, a 
( ,),,( f (x2)= a(p+q-1  1 p+q- lP  -1 .  
By Rol le's theorem, in the first quadrant,  the second system of (2.7) has no zero when f (x2)  < O, 
a unique zero B0 : (x0, Y0), where 
p q -1  
xo = x2 -- a(p 4, q - 1)' 5/0 -- P 4, q - 1' (2.11) 
when f (x2)  = 0, or two zeros /3_  : (x_ ,y_ )  and B+ : (x+,y+) ,  where 
( P ) x + ~  ( p ! )  (2 .12)  x_  E O ,a (p4_q_  l) ' a(p~-q-1) '  ' 
when f (xz )  > 0. Here the analyt ic expressions of z_ ,  x+, y_, and 51+ cannot be given simply. 
Let 
( pp(q __ 1),t_ 1 ) l ip  
a0 = \ (p~q - 1)v+q----1 _ (2.13) 
The above condit ions f (x2)  < O, f (x2)  = 0, and f (x2)  > 0 are equivalent o a > a0, a -- a0, and 
a < ao, respectively. Thus, we can summarize the above results in the following theorem. 
TttEOREM 1. Let the notat ions be as above. Then system (1.4) has 
(i) a unique equil ibrium A:  ( ( l /a ) ,  0), when a > ao; 
(ii) two equilibria A : ( ( i /a ) ,0 )  and Bo (x2,y2), where x2 = p /a (p  + q - 1), Y2 = 1 - a:r2 = 
(q - 1) / (p  4. q - 1), when a = ao; 
(iii) three equilibria A : ( ( l /a ) ,  0), B_ : (x_,  y_) ,  and B+ : (x+, y+), where x_  ~ (0 ,p /a (p  + 
q - 1)), x+ ~ (p/a(p 4. q - 1), 1/a),  and y~= = 1 - axe=, when a < ao. 
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To investigate propert ies of equil ibria, let B : (x, y) be one of the equi l ibr ium of (1.4) determined 
by the second system of (2.7). At B,  the vector field of (1.4) has its l inear part 
Q~( ,y )  Q;(x ,y ) ]  bpxp-ly q bqxPy q - l -b  
p(1 - ax) (2.14) 
= ( -a  P--Yx -q  I x -q  ) ,  
bpy bq - b bp(1 - ax) bq - b 
\ X X 
where the second system of (2.7) and (2.8) are applied. This matr ix  has its trace 
T = (a (p -  1) + b(q - 1))x - p (2.15) 
X 
and determinant  
Let 
D = ab(p + q -  1)x -  bp (2.16) 
A := T 2 - 4D 
= { (a 2 + b 2 - 2ab + 2abp + 2abq - 2a2p - 2b2q + a2p 2 + b2q 2 + 2abpq) x 2 (2.17) 
+ (2ap - 2bp - 2ap 2 - 2bpq) x + p2 } /x  2. 
The qual i tat ive propert ies of the equi l ibr ium B are decided by the relations among T,  D, 
and A, seen in [15] and [16]. Obviously, T has a zero x (1) = p/ ( -a -b+ap+bq) ,  D has 
a zero x (2) = x2 = p/a(p + q -1) ,  and A has two zeros x (3) = p/(ap + (~b-q + bx/b-L-a-a)2), 
x (4) = p/(ap + (xfl~ - bv/-b-Z-d- a)2), when b >_ a but A has no zeros when b < a. 
LEMMA 1. I f  q = 1, then x (1) > x (2) and, moreover, x(1) >_ x (2) _> x (4) _> x (z) when b >_ a. If 
q > 1, then x (1) > x (2) when b < a; x O) >_ x (2) >_ x (4) _> x (3) when a < b < aq/ (q -  1), and 
x (2) > x (4) > x (1) > x (3) when b > aq/ (q -  1). 
PROOF. The proof for q = 1 is tr ivial  since 
x (1) = P 
a(p  - 1)' 
x(2) 1 
a 
x (3) = P 
and 
x (4) : 
ap + + a)2' 
ap + (x/-b - bv/b-:-a- a) 2" 
In caseq>l ,  
1 1 aq + b(1 - q) = > 0, (2.18) 
x(2) xO) p 
i.e., x (1) > x (2), when b < a. Furthermore,  for b > a, it is obvious that  x (a) _< x (4). The  result 
that  x (2) >_ x (4) comes from 
2 
1 1 [ v~-x / [b -a )q)  <0.  (2.19) 
x(2) x(4) p 
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Similarly, we show x (1) _> x (3). Prom (2.18), we see that  x (1) > x (2) when b < aq/(q - 1) and 
x (1) < x (2) when b > aq/(q - 1). Similarly, x (4) < x (1) when b < aq/(q - 1) and x (4) < x (1) when 
b > aq / (q -  1). 
THEOREM 2. A is a stable node of (1.4). Moreover, when 
( _pp(q_~l)q_ 1 ~i/p 
a<a0= \ (p + q -- l )p+q-  l J ' 
the qualitative properties of the other two equilibria B+, B_  are described in Table i. 
Table 1. 
Possibilities of a, b, p, q B_  B+ 
q = 1 a > b stable node saddle 
stable node 
a<b 
f(x (4)) < Oor f(x (3)) >0 





- - q - i  
a > b stable node 
f(x (4)) <0or  f (x  (3)) >0 
f (x  ~4)) >0and f (x  ~3)) <0 
: (x<3~) > 0 
f (x  (3)) <0and f (x  O)) >0 
b > aq f (x (4)) < 0 
q -1  
: (x¢~) < 0 and : (x~)  > 0 
f(xl~) =0 








x (3) = 
1, x (1) = P x (2) = x2 -- P 
-a -b+ap+bq'  a (p+q-  1)" 
P and x (4) = P 
ap + ( , /~  + b,Z=-;- a) ~' ap + ( , /~-  bCb-~- a) ~ 
PROOF. We can give the l inear part  of the vector field of (1.4) at A easily and see that  it has 
two eigenvalues A1 = -a ,  ~2 = -b .  Thus, A is a stable node. 
As above, let B : (x ,y)  be B_ or B+. Clearly, 0 < x < 1/a. Moreover, fl'om (2.16), D < 0 
(respectively, > 0) if and only if x > x (2) (respectively, < :r(2)), i.e., x c (p /a (p+ q - 1), l /a ) ,  
(respectively, x E (0, p/a(p  + q - 1)). This means that  B = B+ (respectively, B =/3_ )  by (2.12). 
We discuss B_ and B+ in the following six cases. 
CASE (i). D < 0. In this case, B = B+ is a saddle. 
CASE (i i). D > 0, T < 0, A._> 0. In this case, B = B_ is a stable node. By (2.15),(2.16), D > 0 
is equivalent o x_ < x (2), and T < 0 is equivalent o x_ < x (1~. Moreover, from (2.17), the 
po lynomia l  x2A has its leading coefficient 
2ab(q - 1) + b2(q - 1) 2 + 2ap(bq - a) + b 2 + 2abp + a2p 2 + a 2 > O, 
for q > 1 and b _> a. Thus, the condit ion A _> 0 is equivalent o 
a<b,  a<b,  
a > b, or or 
x_ >x  (4), 0<x_  <x (a). 
Hence, the condit ions of Case (ii) can be expressed equivalent ly as 
' x_  <x  (1), x_  < x (1), 
(I) : x_ < x 0),  or (II) : or ( I I I ) :  
a<b,  a<b,  
a>b,  - - 
x_  > x (4) ,  O < x_  < x (3) .  
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When q = 1, the relat ions that  z_  < z (2) and that  z_  < z (~) hold natural ly,  so (I) is equivalent o 
that  a > b. As the unique zero of f ( z )  in (0, z(2)), z_  must lie in [z(4),z(2)], since z_  > z (4) > 0 
in (II). By continuity, f ( z  (4)) <_ 0 because f (0)  = -1  and f ( z  (2)) > 0, so (II) is equivalent o that, 
both a <_ b and f (x  (4)) <_ 0. In (I I I) ,  similarly, z_  as the unique zero of f ( z )  in (0, z (2)) must lie 
in (0, z(3)l. Not ing that  f (0)  = -1  and f ( z  (2)) > 0, we see that  (II I) is equivalent o that  both 
a < b and f (x  (3)) >_ 0. When q > 1, using the same arguments as above, we know that  (I) is 
equivalent o that  a > b, (II) is equivalent o that  both a < b < (aq/q - 1) and f (x  (4)) <_ O, and 
(I I I)  is equivalent o 
a < b < aq b > aq 
- - q - l '  o r  q - l '  
S (x (3)) 0, S (x<) > 0. 
Therefore, B_  is a stable node if and only if 
a<b,  a<_b, 
a > b, or or : < o, : > o, 
if q = 1, or 
a > b, or 
if q> 1. 
a < b < aq aq aq - -  a < b <  - -  b> - -  
- - q 1 '  - - 1 '  - - o r  q - o r  q 1 '  
f (32 (4)) < O, f (X (3)) > O, f (X (3)) > O, 
CASE (iii). D > 0, T < 0, A < 0. In this case, B = B_ is a stable focus. Similarly, we can show 
that  the condit ions of this case are equivalent o 
a<b,  
f ( z  (a)) < O, 
f (x  (4)) > O, 
or 
CASE (iv). 
i fq  = 1, 
aq 
a <b< --aq b> - -  
- - q - l '  q - l '  
f ( z  (3)) <0,  or f (x  (a)) <0,  i fq>l .  
f (Z (4)) 2> 0, f (z (')) > 0, 
D > 0, T > 0, A >_ 0. In this case, B = B_ is an unstable node and it is similar to 
show that  the condit ions of this case are equivalent o 
q>l ,  
aq 
b>- -  
q - l '  
f (x  (4)) <0.  
CASE (V). D > 0, T > 0, A < 0. In this case, B = B_ is an unstable focus and the condit ions 
of this case can be proved simi lar ly to be equivalent o 
q>l ,  
aq 
b>- -  
q - l '  
s (x,,) <0, 
In this case, B = B_ is of center type. Similarly, the condit ions of CASE(vi ) .  D > 0, T = 0. 
this case are equivalent o 
aq 
b>- -  
q - l '  
f (x  (1)) =0.  
Thus, all possibi l i t ies of parameters  are verified. 
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3. DEGENERACY AND SADDLE-NODE B IFURCATION 
In this section, we study Case (ii) of Theorem 1, where the system has zero eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 3. When a > 0, b > 0, and p, q are positive integers uch that 
( _pp(q__ 1)q_ 1 )1/,, 
a=ao= \ (p + q -1 )p+q-1  
system (1.4) has a saddle A and an equilibrium 
B0: a(p+q-1) '  p~-q -1  " 
Moreover, 
(i) i fb  ¢ aq/(q - 1), then Bo is a saddle-node, as shown in Figure 1; 






Figure 1. Saddle-node. Figure 2. Degenerate equilibrium. 
PROOF. System (1.4) can be expanded at the equilibrium B0 as the following: 
dx _ 1 a2(p -  1) (q -  1)(p+ q -  1)x 2 aq(p + 1)xy dt aqx - qy - 2 p q 
I 
1 
2 q(p + q - 1)y 2 + h.o.t., 
(3.20) 
1 a2b(p - 1)(q - 1)(p + q - I )x  2 dy = ab(q - 1)x + b(q - 1)y + + abq(p + q 1)xy 
dt p 
1 b + ~ q(p + q - 1)y ~ + h.o.t., 
where h.o.t, means all terms with degree > 2. 
In case b ~ aq/(q - 1), only one eigenvalue of the linear part of (3.20) equals zero. In order to 
simplify our computation, we consider the 2-jet of system (3.20), 
dx _ 1 a2(p -  1)(q - 1)(p + q - 1)x 2 _ aq(p + q - 1)xy - lq (p  + q _ 1)y2, 
dt aqx - qy - 2 p 
1 a2b(p -  1) (q -  1)(p + q -  1)x 2 dy = ab(q - 1)x + b(q - 1)y + (3.21) 
dt p 
I b +abq(p+q-1)xy+-~ q(p+q-1)y  2, 
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the right-hand side of which is two truncated polynomials of 2 degree. Usually, local dynamics is 
decided by only finite terms of lower degree. If its 2-jet cannot decide its dynamics yet, we try to 
consider its 3-jet, 4-jet,... ,  in turn, so as to avoid involving too many complicated polynomials 
in out' computation. 
With a change of variables, 
z = az  + y, w = b(q -  1)x + y, r = (aq -  bq + b)2t, (3.22) 
system (3.21) can be written as 
dz 
dr 2p(aq - bq + b) 2 
q(a - b)(q - 1)(p + q - 1)(a2pq - a2q + b2pq - b2p - 2abpq) z2 
a2q(a -  b ) (p+q-  1) 2 
p(aq-  bq+b)  2 
zw + 
a2(a - b)2(P + q - 1)2 w 2 := (I)(z, w), 
2p(aq - bq + b) 2 
dw 
dr 
bq(q -  1) (p+q-1) (a2pq-a2q+b2pq-b2p-2abpq)  z 2
2p(aq-  bq+b)  2 
a2bq(p + q - 1) 2 
+ zw-  
p(aq - bq + b) 2 
a2b(P + q - 1)2 w 2 := qJ(z, w). 
2p(aq - bq + b) 2 
From ~(z, w) = O, we obtain an implicit function 
a2(a - b)2(P + q - i) 2 ~,2 + o (w~). 
z = ¢(w) := 2p(aq - bq + b) 2 
(3.28) 
(3.24) 
Thus, from (3.23), 
dw q2(¢(w),w)= a2b(p+q-1)  2 w 2_  a4bq(a -b) (p+q-1)  4 ,3 
d-; = ~ :~qT~ ~a~ -VqT-/)~ ~" + O 0v4), (3.25) 
where the main term is of even degree. Hence, B0 is a saddle-node, by Theorem II.7.1 in [16]. 
Moreover, the main term of (3.25) has a coefficient 
a2b(p+ q -  1) 2 
< 0, 
- 2p(aq - bq + b) 2 
so the parabolic sector of the saddle-node lies in the left-half plane in the (w, z)-coordinates, as 
in Figure 1. 
In case b = aq/(q - 1), both eigenvalues of the linear part of (3.20) are zero. We still consider 
first the 2-jet of (3.20), 
dx_  aqx-qy  la2(p  -1 ) (q -1 ) (p+q-1)  x 2_aq(p+q_ l )xy_ lq (p+q_ l )y2 ,  
dt 2 p (3.26) 
a2q2(p+q-1)xy  laqZ(P+q -1 )  '2 dy 1 a3q(p - 1)(p+ q - 1)x2d + Y . 
d~ =a2qx+aqy+ 2 p q - 1 2 q - 1 
With a change of variables, 
system (3.26) can be written as 
x = x, z = -aqx  - qy, (3.27) 
dx a2(p+q-1)  2 2 P+q-  l z2  ' 
- - - - - - -Z+ X 
dt 2p 2q (3.28) 
dz _ a3q(p+q-1)2x2  (P+q-1)z2"  
dt p 2(q - I) 
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Let 
X=X~ 
W=Zq-  a2(p + q-  1)2x2 p + q -  lz2" 
2p 2q 
(3.29) 
Then (3.28) can be rewritten as 
dz 
dt (3.30) 
dw aaq(p + q - 1) 2 2 a2(P + q - 1) 2 
- -  = x - xw + O(1)w 2 + O(1)w a := T(x,w). 
dt 2p(q - 1) p 
Clearly, 
T(x,w) aaq(P+q-1)2x2m( l+O(x) )  a2(p+q-1)2  J '~ = - z *Lit + O(z)) + w2Ol(x,w), (3.31) 
2p(q-  1) p 
where terms are ranked in ascending power of w, m = 1, j = 1, and Ol(X,W) is an analytic 
function near O. Since j >_ m, by Theorem II.7.3 in [16], O is a degenerate quilibrium as in 
Figure 2. 
REMAaK 1. Theorem 3 implies that a saddle-node bifurcation happens for system (1.4) when 
parameters a,b,p,q vary from {(a,b,p,q) : a > O, b > O, p,q E N,  a = ao = (pP(q - 1)q-1/ (p+ 
q --1)P+q-1) alp, and b ¢ aq / (q -1)}  to {(a,b,p,q) : a > O, b > O, p,q ~ N,  a < ao 
(pP(q - 1)q-1/(p + q - 1)p+q-1)l/P}. 
4. HOPF  B IFURCATION 
In this section, we discuss the case of center type in Theorem 2, where 
aq 
b>- -  
q - l '  
(pp(q_ l )q_  1 ) l/p 
a < a0 = (p + q 1)p+q_ 1 , 
and 
i.e., 
f (x (1)) =0,  
a(p -  1) + b(q  - 1) \a (p -  1) + b(q-  1) = 1. 
In this case, the equilibrium B_ has its coordinates 
(x_ ,y_ )= a(p_ l )  + b(q_ l ) ,a (pT- l~  ~_-b~q-_ l) , 
and system (1.4) at B_ has a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues ),1,2 = :kix/b(bq - b - aq). We 
will identify the multiplicity of weak focus B_ and study its Hopf bifurcation by computing its 
Lyapunov numbers (see [16,17]). 
System (1.4) can be expanded at the equilibrium B_ as the following: 
dx 
-- b (q -  1)x -qy+F l (X ,y )  +h.o.t. ,  
dt 
dy 
d--[ = b(b(q - 1) - a)x + b(q - 1)y + F2(x, y) + h.o.t., 
{4.32) 
where h.o.t, means all terms with degree > 5, and Fl(x, y), F2(x, y) are given in the Appendix. 
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With a change of variables 
z = (-bq + b)y + (-b2q + b 2 + ab) x, w = -Fry, (4.33) 
where f~ = x/b(bq - b - aq), system (4.32) can be written as 
dz 
- -  = -~w + F3(z, w) + h.o.t., 
dt 
dw (4.34) 
d---( = ftz + F4(z, w) + h.o.t., 
where Fa(z, w) and F4(z, w) are given in the Appendix. Furthermore, by taking the polar coor- 
dinates z = r cos 0, w = r sin 0, system (4.34) can be expressed as 
dr r2G2(O) + r3G3(O) + r4G4(O) + 1" G5(0) + h.o.t., 
dt 
dO (4.35) 
d-t = ~ + rill(O) + r'ZH2(O) + 1`all3(0 ) + r4H4(O) + rSHs(O) + h.o.t., 
where G2(0), G3(0), G4(0), G5(0), Hi(0), H2(O) are seen in the Appendix. Eliminating t in (4.35), 
we obtain 
dr G~(O) /G3(O) G2(O)HI(O)) 
d~ = r2 + ra f~ f~2 
(4.36) 




dO - 1  `
dr3 (G~O)  
d-V = "~ 
Here condition (4.38) is equivalent o 
~(o)  = 1, 
Solving (4.39) and (4.40), we have 
r l (O)  - 1, 
f 
o G2(~) d~ 
rz (O)  = f t  ' 
a2(0)H~(0)) ~_0, 
ft 2 + 2rlr2 G ) 
~2(o) =~3(o)  . . . . .  0. 
f~2 + --  d~, 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
4 2G2(O)Hl(O)H2(O)~.~3 -~- G3(O)H~(O)f~3 G2(O)H~(O))~4 4- h.o.t. 
In order to compute Lyapunov numbers of the system, we consider the formal series 
,,, (0, ~o) = 1`1(0)~o + ~'2(0)1`o ~ + ~'3(0)~ +. . ,  (4.37) 
together with the initial condition 
r (0, 7"0) = to,  (4 .38)  
where 17"ol is sufficiently small. Substituting (4.37) into (4.36) and comparing coefficients of each 
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It is known in tile theory of weak loci that r2(2n) = r2(0) = 0, being the same as all Lyapunov 
numbers of even order. Then with the aid of MAPLE V5.1, we can compute the Lyapunov 
number 
1 
L~(a, b, p, q) = ~,-3(2~) 
qv/b(bq - b - aq)(ap - a + b + 2aq - bq)(ap - a + bq - b) 3 (4.41) 
16b3p2(a + b - bq)(aq + b - bq) a 
This implies the following results. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose p and q are positive integers, q > 1, and a > 0, b > aq/(q - 1). It" 
pp(q :  1)q_ 1 ~l/p 
a < a0 = (p -I- q -- 1)P+q-1J ' 
then La(a, b,p, q) < 0 (respectiveb5 = 0 and > O) when (p + 2q-  1)/(q - 1)a < b (respectively; 
= b and > b). 
Furthermore, when ((p + 2q-  1 ) / (q -  1))a = b, we need to compute, with the aid of MAPLE V5.1, 
the Lyapunov number of order 5, 
1 
Ls(a, b, p, q) = ~rb(27r) (4.42) 
q(P + q) (q -  1)~/2(p + q - 1)5/2K(p,q) 
= 18a4p4(p + 2q - 1)9/2(p + 2q - 2) 3 ' (4.43) 
where b has been eliminated and 
K(p,q) = p3 + 4qp~ _ 3p2 + 2qp - 2p + 4q 2 - 8q + 4. (4.44) 
Obviously, for q > 1, zeros of L5 (a, p, q) are decided by its factor K(p, q) and the sign of L5 (a, p, q) 
is that of K(p, q). 
LEMMA 3. K(p,q) > 0 in D = {(p,q) C N 2 : q > 1}, and Lb(a,p,q) has no zeros in D. 
PROOF. Clearly, 
I((p,q) = p3 + (4q -  3)p 2 + 2(q - 1)p + 4(q -  1) 2 > 0, 
whenp_> landq> 1. 
Summarizing Lemmas 2 and 3, by Hopf bifurcation theory [16,17], we obtain the following 
results. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that 
aq 
p, q E N, q> 1, a > O, b > - -  
q - l '  
~ pp(q__l)q_ 1 ) l /p  ( p )P (  b (q -1 ) -a  )q -1  
a<a°=\ (p -kq  1)p+q-1 , and a (p -1 )+b(q-1)  a (p -1 )+b(q-1)  =1.  
(i) I fb 7 ~ a(p + 2q - 1)/(q - 1), then the equilibrium B_ of system (1.4) is a weak focus with 
multiplicity 1 and at most one limit cycle arises from a Hopf bifurcation. Moreover, B_ is 
stable and the cycle is also stable when b > a(p + 2q - 1)/(q - 1), or B_ is unstable and 
the cycle is also unstable when aq/(q - 1) < b < a(p + 2q - 1)/(q - 1). 
(ii) I f  b = a(p + 2q - 1)/(q - 1), then tile equilibrium B_ is a weak focus with multiplicity 2 
and at most two limit cycles arise from Hopf bifurcation. I~foreover, B_ is unstable and 
the outer cycle is also unstable, but the inner cycle (if it appears) is stable. 
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REMARK 2. Furthermore, letting 
( p )P f  b (q -1) -a  )q-1 
(7= a(p+l )+b(q-1)  \a (pT i~-+-bT-q21)  ' 
we know the following. 
(i) A stable limit cycle arises from Hopf bifurcation, when parameters a, b, p, q vary from 
to 
(a,b,p,q) : a > O, b > 
a(p + 2q - 1) ] 
q-1  ,p, qEN,  a=l  
(a,b,p,q) : a > O, b > 
a(p + 2q - 1) } 
q - 1 ' P'q ~ N,  ~ < 1, L~ - 1[ is suf f ic ient ly  smal l  , 
and an unstable limit cycle arises from Hopf bifurcation, when parameters a, b, p, q vary 
~om 
to 
(a,b,p,q):a>O, aq a (p+2q-1)  } q 1 <b< ,p, qEN,  a=l  - q-1  
aq 
(a,b,p,q):a>O, ~ <b< 
a(p + 2q - l) } 
q-  1 , p,q E N, ~r > 1, la - 11 is sufficiently small . 
(ii) An unstable limit cycle arises from Hopf bifurcation, when parameters a, b, p, q vary from 
to 
{(a,b,p,q) b -  a(p+ 2q-  1) :a  > O, 
q -1  
, p ,q  ~ N,  a = 1} 
(a,b,p,q):a>O, EN,  b> a(p+2q-1)  b -  a (p+2q-1)  is 1} P,q q- - i  ' q -1  sufficiently small, ¢ = 
and two limit cycles arise from Hopf bifurcation, when parameters a, b, p, q vary from 
a(v + 2q - 1) I 
q-~ i is sufficiently small, c* = 1 } a(p+2q-1)  b (a,b,p,q):a>O,p,  qEN,  b> qT-  1- , 
to 
a(p + 2q - 1) 
(a,b,p,q) : a > O, p, q E N, b > q---l- , b 
a(p+ 2q-  1)[ 
q _-- ~ is sufficiently small, 
< 1, [~ - 11 is sufficiently smal l} .  
Until now, all cases of parameters for system (1.4) for which a complete qualitative analysis 
is given have been discussed. After equilibria are determined in Theorem 1, the tendency for 
concentrations of substances to grow is described in Theorems 2 and 3 in various cases. In 
particular, Theorem 4 implies that at most two periodic processes may occur for appropriate 
kinetic constants kl, k2, ka, k4, and the initial concentration xo of the substance Ao. 
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